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STATEMENT OF FACTS 
In addition to the facts set forth at pp. 2-3 of Zimmerman's initial brief, the following 
facts are relevant to the issues presented: 
Zimmerman purchased stock in Paria Group at the time of its initial incorporation. 
His wife, Carla Zimmerman, was also one of the initial shareholders. Tr. I, p. 140-41.1 At 
the time of trial, Zimmerman testified he owned no stock in Paria Group,2 but that his wife, 
Carla Zimmerman, did. Tr. I, p. 140. On cross-examination, Zimmerman testified that his 
wife had received no distributions as a result of her stock ownership. Tr. I, p. 143. He also 
testified that no distributions to shareholders were made. Tr. I p. 159. 
Zimmerman resigned as president of Paria Group in 1992. Exhibit 88; Tr. I at 144. 
He was not listed as president on corporate documents from 1992 until Paria filed its 
reinstatement application with the Division of Corporations in November of 1996, after he 
signed the lease with Westchester. Tr. I at 145. Zimmerman testified that he produced all 
appellee will use the same system for citations to the transcript as used in 
Appellant's brief: Proceedings of July 6, 1998, are contained in Volume I; proceedings 
on subsequent days are contained in Volumes II and III. All citations are in the 
following form: Volume I is referred to as Tr. I, followed by page number 
identification. 
2Zimmerman's counsel, however, argued that Zimmerman had sold out his 
interest at the time he resigned as president, but later "came back to the corporation and 
purchased it." Tr. I at 155. There is no documentary evidence indicating that 
Zimmerman ever divested himself of his interest. Exhibit 88; Tr. I at 141-142. 
1 
of the written minutes and corporate documents of Paria Group during pretrial discovery. 
Id. 
In July 1997, Paria Group transferred all of its assets and none of its liabilities to 
PGM, Inc. Tr. I at 143. PGM did not assume any of Paria's obligations. Tr. I at 146. 
Zimmerman testified that the payments allegedly received from PGM by Paria were used to 
settle Paria's debt (except for its debt to Westchester), and that none of the money was 
distributed to any of Paria's shareholders.3 Tr. I at 159. At the time the transfer was made, 
this lawsuit was pending, as was a lawsuit filed by Paria Group's former landlord, 800 North 
Associates, for breach of its prior lease. Tr. I at 148-49. 
Paria's Bylaws provide, "The annual meeting of shareholders shall be held at 9:00 
o'clock a.m. on the fourth Tuesday of April in each year, beginning with the year 1989, for 
the purpose of electing directors . . . ." Exhibit 88; Finding of Fact 39. Minutes of 
shareholders' meetings exist for May 30, 1990, only. The trial court found no evidence that 
any shareholder's meetings were held after that date. Exhibit 88, Finding of Fact 40. On that 
date, the shareholders were Jane B. Haynie, Victor H. Walker, Stephen M. Zimmerman, and 
Carla C. Zimmerman. Exhibit 88. Although Zimmerman testified that he subsequently sold 
interestingly, however, Zimmerman listed Paria's shareholders' desire to be 
"bought out" as one of the reasons for the asset transfer. Tr. I at p. 176. 
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his shares to Victor H. Walker, Tr. I, p. 171, as previously noted, he attempted to convince 
the Court that he later came back to the corporation and purchased it. See note 2, supra. 
There are no minutes of shareholders' meetings showing that directors were elected 
subsequent to May 30, 1990. Finding of Fact 40. There are no minutes showing that Carla 
Zimmerman, Stephen Zimmerman or Paula Swiderski (shown as the third director on Paria's 
corporation annual report filed with the state) were elected directors by the shareholders. 
Paria Group's Bylaws also provide, "The officers of the corporation shall be elected 
by the board of directors annually at the first meeting of the board held after each annual 
meeting of the shareholders." Exhibit 88; Finding of Fact 42. Zimmerman was elected 
president on June 15, 1989. Exhibit 88. Zimmerman resigned as president of Paria Group 
on April 10, 1992. Exhibit 85; Finding of Fact 44. Minutes of meetings of the board of 
directors exist only for meetings on October 18, 1989, January 22, 1990, February 6, 1990, 
May 30, 1990, April 14, 1995, and April 3, 1996. There are no minutes for the period 
between 1990 and 1995. Exhibit 88. Stephen Zimmerman and Carla Zimmerman have acted 
as directors throughout Paria Group's life. Exhibit 88. 
Stephen Zimmerman and his wife, Carla Zimmerman, are also listed with the Division 
of Corporations as directors of PGM, Inc. Exhibit 85. Stephen Zimmerman signed the Bill 
of Sale transferring Paria's assets to PGM, as Paria's president. Exhibit 89. Stephen 
Zimmerman signed the Installment Promissory Note to Paria as PGM's president. Exhibit 
3 
90. In fact, Stephen Zimmerman testified that he negotiated the deal on behalf of Paria and 
PGM. Tr. I, p. 176. 
PGM, Inc. was first incorporated in July, 1994. Exhibit 84. It was involuntarily 
dissolved and was not reinstated until August 13, 1997, shortly after the purported transfer 
of assets from Paria. Id. The employees of Paria Group testifying at trial, with the exception 
of those who were either fired from or resigned from Paria, worked for PGM, Inc. at the time 
of trial.4 Tr. I pp. 32, 39, 55, 50-61, Tr. II pp. 17. They do the same work for PGM, Inc. that 
they did for Paria. Tr. I, pp. 39, 60; Tr. II, p. 18. Paria and PGM are both in the telephone 
research business. Tr. I, pp. 88, 169; Exhibits 84 and 86. 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS 
Zimmerman attacks the trial court's factual finding that he was the "alter ego" of both 
Paria Group and PGM, Inc. Zimmerman's burden, therefore, is to "marshal all the evidence 
supporting the finding and then demonstrate that the evidence is legally insufficient to 
support the findings even viewing it in the light most favorable to the court below." Reid v. 
Mutual of Omaha Ins. Co., 776 P.2d 896 (Utah 1989). Zimmerman has failed to marshall 
all the evidence supporting the court's findings. When all the supporting evidence is 
4
 Earlene Biggs testified that at the time of trial she worked for Merit Research, 
Inc. Merit is a company that is housed in the same office as PGM, Inc., and provides 
"consulting services" to PGM. 
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examined, the basis for the trial court's finding that Zimmerman was the "alter ego" of both 
corporations is apparent. 
Zimmerman also objects to the trial court's entering judgment against PGM, Inc. 
First, Zimmerman filed this appeal individually only. R. at 335. PGM, Inc. did not appeal 
the entry of judgment against it. If Zimmerman's claim that PGM is a separate, recognizable 
corporate entity, is to be believed, he lacks standing to raise the issue of entry of judgment 
against PGM, Inc. 
Zimmerman's attempt to do so is illuminating, however. On appeal, as in his business 
dealings and as found by the trial court, Zimmerman attempts to act on behalf of, or as PGM, 
Inc. PGM, Inc. and Paria Group are indistinguishable from Zimmerman because they are his 
alter egos. 
Even if Zimmerman had standing to attack the entry of judgment against PGM, 
however, the entry of judgment comports with Utah law and was based upon the evidence 
presented at trial. The trial court entered judgment against PGM based upon the piercing of 
its corporate veil and upon Utah's Fraudulent Transfer Act. That judgment should be 
affirmed. 
ARGUMENT 
POINT I; THERE IS AMPLE EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT THE TRIAL 
COURT'S PIERCING OF THE CORPORATE VEILS. 
The trial court entered judgment against Stephen M. Zimmerman, personally, and 
against Paria Group and PGM, Inc. for the debt owed to Westchester, on the basis that the 
5 
corporations were the "alter egos" of Zimmerman. "A key feature of the alter ego theory is 
that it is an equitable doctrine requiring that each case be determined upon its peculiar facts." 
Salt Lake City Corp. v. James Constructors, Inc., 761 P.2d 42 (Utah App. 1988). To 
overturn such a factual determination by the trial court, Zimmerman must "first marshal all 
the evidence supporting the finding and then demonstrate that the evidence is legally 
insufficient to support the findings even in viewing it in the light most favorable to the court 
below." Reidv. Mutual of Omaha Ins. Co., 776 P.2d 896 (Utah 1989). 
In his brief, Zimmerman sets forth only part of the evidence relied upon by the trial 
court. There is ample evidence to support each prong of the "alter ego" test. That test is set 
forth in Norman v. Murray First Thrift & Loan Co., 596 P.2d 1028 (Utah 1979) and repeated 
in Salt Lake City Corp. v. James Constructors, Inc., 761 P.2d 42 (Utah App. 1988): 
[I]n order to disregard the corporate entity, there must be a 
concurrence of two circumstances: (1) there must be such unity 
of interest and ownership that the separate personalities of the 
corporation and the individual no longer exist, viz., the 
corporation is, in fact, the alter ego of one or a few individuals; 
and (2) the observance of the corporate form would sanction a 
fraud, promote injustice, or an inequitable result would follow. 
761 P.2d 42, 46-47. 
A. There is a unity of interest and ownership. This "first prong has been termed the 
'formalities requirement,' referring to the corporate formalities required by statute." Id. at 
47. In this case, the trial court found the following evidence of a unity of interest and 
ownership between Zimmerman and the corporations: 
6 
First, Zimmerman did not observe corporate formalities or keep appropriate corporate 
records. There were few corporate documents; there were no minutes of shareholders' 
meetings except for one set of minutes for May, 1990. There is no evidence that Zimmerman 
and his wife were duly elected as directors of the corporation by the shareholders. Neither 
the election of directors, nor the election of officers by those directors, were supported by 
documents satisfying "the corporate formalities required by statute." Id.5 As the trial court 
noted, the appointment of directors of Paria Group elected after May 30, 1990, was not in 
accordance with Paria's Bylaws (Finding of Fact 42); the appointment of officers of Paria 
after May 30, 1990, was not in accordance with the Bylaws (Finding of Fact 43); 
Zimmerman's appointment as president some time between 1992 and 1995 was not made by 
duly elected directors (Finding of Fact 45); Paria Group was not a corporation in good 
standing at the time the lease was entered into (Finding of Fact 46). 
Utah courts note that the doctrine of alter ego is generally applied to situations where 
one person owns practically all of the stock, either directly or through others who hold it for 
his use and benefit, and where the stockholder uses the corporation as a shield to protect him 
from debts or wrongdoings. See Dockstader v. Walker, 510 P.2d 526 (Utah 1973). The 
5Zimmerman complains that "no question was ever asked as to whether there had 
been other meetings or other minutes or what happened to the minutes from other years 
or other meetings." Appellant's Brief at 5. However, Zimmerman was asked whether 
he had produced all of the corporate documents, to which he replied, "yes." Tr. I at p. 
145. After this questioning, Zimmerman's counsel conducted a lengthy redirect that 
day and re-examined Zimmerman the next day. Yet he did not ask the very questions 
he refers to in his brief. 
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courts identified certain factors which are deemed significant, in determining whether this 
test has been met. These factors include: 
(1) undercapitalization of a one-man corporation; (2) failure to 
observe corporate formalities; (3) nonpayment of dividends; 
(4) siphoning of corporate funds by the dominant stockholder; 
(5) nonfunctioning of other officers or directors; (6) absence of 
corporate records; (7) the use of the corporation as a facade for 
operations of the dominant stockholder or stockholders; and (8) 
the use of the corporate entity in promoting injustice or fraud. 
Colman v. Colman, 743 P.2d 782 (Utah Ct. App. 1987). 
The trial court in this case found that many of these factors existed. There were 
failures to observe corporate formalities in (a) keeping records, (b) electing directors, and (c) 
electing officers. Zimmerman testified, in response to two separate questions, that no 
dividends had been paid to shareholders. Tr. I, pp. 143 and 159. Zimmerman and/or his 
wife, Carla Zimmerman, are the principal shareholders of the corporation, at least as far as 
can be determined by the sketchy corporate records.6 
As noted in Appellant's Brief, Zimmerman was asked whether he produced all of the 
written minutes and documents from Paria Group. His response was "Yes." Appellant's 
Brief at 4. There is only one inference to be drawn from such testimony. If Zimmerman had 
any other documents or proof that such documents existed, it was his job to adduce it. 
6Exhibit 88 reflects that, as of May 30, 1990 (the last shareholders' meeting), 
there were four shareholders: Derek E. Haynie, Jane Haynie, Victor Walker, Carla 
Zimmerman, and Stephen Zimmerman. Zimmerman resigned as president in 1992; 
sometime later he "came back and purchased [the corporation]." See note 2, supra. 
8 
Zimmerman failed to do so. Zimmerman also argues that no witness was asked whether 
other shareholders' meetings were held, other minutes were written or "how directors were 
chosen for the years when minutes were not produced." Appellant's Brief at 8. However, 
Zimmerman was asked whether he had produced all of Paria's corporate documents; his 
response was affirmative. Thus, the trial court is entitled to rely on those documents in 
reaching its Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law. Despite lengthy redirect on the first 
two days of trial, and the opportunity of a third day of trial with an intervening period in 
which to locate and offer documents and other proof of his claims, if they existed, 
Zimmerman failed to do so. The trial court relied upon the evidence that was produced. 
That evidence led the Court to the conclusion that Zimmerman, PGM, and were "alter egos." 
The last two factors set forth in Colman are evidenced by Zimmerman's conduct 
concerning Paria Group and its alleged successor, PGM, Inc. On July 3, 1997, Zimmerman 
executed a Bill of Sale to PGM, Inc. transferring to PGM all of its personal property and 
assets and none of its liabilities. Exhibit 897; Tr. I, p. 143. On the same day, Zimmerman 
executed a promissory note from PGM, Inc. to Paria Group promising to pay for those assets. 
Exhibit 90; Tr. I, p. 144. Paria Group and PGM, Inc. do the same type of business: market 
research/telephone data collection. Exhibits 84 and 86; Tr. I, pp. 169-70; Tr. II, p. 18-19. 
PGM was reinstated with the Division of Corporations on August 13, 1997. Exhibit 84. At 
7A copy of the Exhibit "A" to Exhibit 89 is attached as an Addendum to this 
brief, as it is unclear from the trial transcript whether the exhibit was ever made part of 
the court's exhibit file. Tr. I, pp. 145-46. 
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about the same time, Zimmerman vacated the space owned by Westchester Investment, and 
reJocated his employees and began doing business as PGM, Inc. Exhibit 26. Many of the 
employees who worked for Paria went to work for PGM. Tr. I, pp. 32, 39, 55, 60, 175-76, 
and 208; Tr. II, pp. 17, 19. The majority of the officers and directors of the two entities are 
the same, including Stephen Zimmerman and his wife, Carla Zimmerman. Exhibits 84 and 
87. 
Zimmerman transferred all of Paria's assets to a "new" entity, relocated his employees, 
and began doing business under a new corporate name. Zimmerman used the corporate 
shells as facades for his operations. 
Zimmerman attempted to justify the transfer to PGM by testifying that Paria was "in 
competition with some of our best clients . . . ." and "that the shareholders wanted to be 
bought out." Tr. I at p. 176. The Court apparently found this testimony incredible. 
Zimmerman offered no reason that Paria Group could simply not change the focus of its 
business if it was in competition with its clients. Additionally, Zimmerman contradicted his 
claim that the shareholders wanted to be bought out by his testimony that the shareholders 
received no distributions from Paria. 
In its brief, Paria sets forth the following as a fact statement: "In July of 1997, Paria 
Group sold its tangible assets to PGM, Inc. for a $600,000 Promissory Note and security 
agreement. By the time of trial over $500,000 had been paid on the Note." Appellant's Brief 
10 
at 3. It should be noted, however, that the Court made no such findings of fact because there 
was no such credible evidence to support them. 
The trial court did not believe that the assets were "sold" to PGM for the Promissory 
Note. Zimmerman testified that $500,000 had been paid on the Note in the 12 months since 
the Promissory Note was executed. However, the Promissory Note, on its face, calls for 
payments of $9,000 per month. Exhibit 90. Had those payments actually been made 
according to the Promissory Note, only $108,000 would have been paid up until the date of 
trial. Zimmerman also testified that the reason the assets were "sold" was because Paria's 
shareholders wanted to be bought out of their positions. In direct contradiction to that 
testimony, and to his claim that $500,000 had been paid, he testified that none of the money 
allegedly received from PGM was ever distributed to shareholders. Given all of this 
contradictory testimony, the trial court judged Zimmerman's testimony to lack credibility and 
did not enter findings of fact based on that testimony. 
The trial court is, of course, the sole judge of credibility. On appeal, "due regard shall 
be given to the opportunity of the trial court to judge the credibility of the witnesses." Bailey 
v. Call 767 P.2d 138, 139 (Utah Ct. App. 1989). The trial court simply found Zimmerman's 
testimony to be incredible. 
B. The observance of the corporate form would sanction a fraud, promote injustice, 
or an inequitable result would follow. In addition to the factors discussed above, which the 
11 
trial court relied upon to pierce the corporate veil, the Court considered the evidence in light 
of Utah's Fraudulent Transfer Statute. Utah Code Ann. §25-6-5 provides: 
(1) A transfer made or obligation incurred by a debtor is 
fraudulent as to a creditor, whether the creditor's claim arose 
before or after the transfer was made or the obligation was 
incurred, if the debtor made the transfer or incurred the 
obligation: 
(a) with actual intent to hinder, delay, or defraud any 
creditor of the debtor; or 
(b) without receiving a reasonably equivalent value in 
exchange for the transfer or obligation; and the debtor: 
(i) was engaged or was about to engage in a 
business or a transaction for which the remaining assets of the 
debtor were unreasonably small in relation to the business or 
transaction; or 
(ii) intended to incur, or believed or reasonably 
should have believed that he would incur, debts beyond his 
ability to pay as they became due. 
The "actual intent" referred to in §25-6-5(1 )(a) is evidenced by the following factors: 
(a) the transfer or obligation was to an insider; 
(b) the debtor retained possession or control of the 
property transferred after the transfer; 
(c) the transfer or obligation was disclosed or concealed; 
(d) before the transfer was made or obligation was 
incurred, the debtor had been sued or threatened with suit; 
(e) the transfer was of substantially all the debtor's assets; 
(f) the debtor absconded; 
(g) the debtor removed or concealed assets; 
(h) the value of the consideration received by the debtor 
was reasonably equivalent to the value of the asset transferred 
or the amount of the obligation incurred; 
(i) the debtor was insolvent or became insolvent shortly 
after the transfer was made or the obligation incurred; 
(j) the transfer occurred shortly before or shortly after a 
substantial debt was incurred; and 
12 
(k) the debtor transferred the essential assets of the 
business to a lienor who transferred the assets to an insider of 
the debtor. 
Utah Code Ann. §25-6-5(2) (1988). 
In this case, Zimmerman transferred assets to Zimmerman. He is officer, director, and 
shareholder or privy to shareholder of both entities. He is still in control of PGM and, 
therefore, in control of the transferred assets. Before the transfer, Paria had been sued by 
Westchester and by a former landlord. As noted, substantially all of Paria's assets were 
transferred to PGM. According to Zimmerman's testimony, Paria was rendered insolvent 
by the transfer. Zimmerman testified that all of the funds allegedly received from PGM were 
used to pay Paria's debts (except, of course, the debt to Westchester Investment Partners, 
Ltd.).8 
Zimmerman argues that there is no evidence from which to infer an intent to hinder, 
delay, or defraud creditors. Appellant's Brief at 10. However, many of the considerations 
set forth in Utah Code Ann. §25-6-5(2), used to determine "actual intent," are met. The 
"transfer" between PGM and Paria was a transfer to insiders - - Zimmerman controls both 
corporations. The debtor (Zimmerman) retained possession and control of the property 
transferred, after its transfer. Prior to the transfer, Paria had been sued by two former 
8This evidence also contradicts Zimmerman's argument that Paria could somehow 
settle its obligation to Westchester and, therefore, there would be no injustice or inequity 
if the corporate veils were not pierced. Brief of Appellant at 9. 
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landlords. The transfer was of substantially all of Paria's assets. As previously argued, Paria 
was rendered insolvent. 
Thus, under the Statutory Fraudulent Transfer scheme, there was ample evidence upon 
which the Court could determine the "actual intent" to hinder, delay, or defraud its creditors. 
Despite Zimmerman's attempts to justify and rationalize, the trial court did not believe 
his claims that the transfer was made in some sort of "arms-length" manner. In fact, the trial 
court specifically found that Westchester presented evidence to justify piercing the corporate 
veil, after reviewing both parties' proposed findings and conducting its own research. After 
the parties submitted trial memoranda and proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of 
Law, with references to exhibits and trial testimony, the Court prepared and entered a lengthy 
memorandum decision of discussing the basis for the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of 
Law. R. at 296-301. 
Moreover, with regard to PGM, the Court took note of Utah's Fraudulent Transfer 
Statute, Utah Code Ann. §25-6-1 et seq. The act provides that a creditor may obtain 
"avoidance of the transfer . . . to the extent necessary to satisfy the creditor's claims" or "any 
other relief the circumstances may require." Utah Code Ann. §25-6-8(1 )(a) and (c)(iii) 
(1988). The trial court granted "other relief required by the circumstances in this case by 
(i) entering judgment against PGM and (ii) imposing a constructive trust on the assets 
allegedly transferred by Paria to PGM. Conclusion of Law 22. 
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In short, there is evidence sufficient to support the trial court's finding that there was 
a "unity of interest and ownership" sufficient to allow it to ignore the separate personalities 
of the corporations and the individual. There was also ample evidence to support the trial 
court's finding that Zimmerman used these corporations as a facade for his operations and 
that the observation of the corporate form would sanction a fraud, promote injustice, or result 
in an inequity. Based upon this evidence, the trial court entered judgment against Paria, 
PGM, and Zimmerman as "alter egos." Further supporting the trial court's judgment is the 
Fraudulent Transfer Act and the remedies it provides. Therefore, there are two independent 
bases for the entry of judgment against PGM. Both are supported by substantial evidence. 
However, even if one were erroneous, the judgment is properly supported upon another basis, 
and should be affirmed. Ralph A. Badger & Co. v. Fidelity Building & Loan Ass'n, 75 P.2d 
669 (Utah 1938); Jesperson v. Jesperson, 610 P.2d 326 (Utah 1980). The trial court's 
judgment in this case should likewise be affirmed. 
C. Utah appellate courts have affirmed the piercing of the corporate veil in similar 
cases. 
While the decision to pierce the corporate veil is one that is made cautiously, see 
Colman v. Colman, 743 P.2d 782 (Utah Ct. App. 1987), this Court has upheld the trial court's 
piercing of the corporate veil in cases where the evidence heard by the trial court was less 
persuasive than in the present case. 
15 
Perhaps most illuminating is this court's decision in Envirotech Corp. v. Callahan, 
872 P. 2d 487 (Utah Ct. App. 1994). In Callahan, plaintiff ("EIMCO") sued Callahan, its 
former employee, after he left EIMCO's employee and formed a corporation named G&G 
Steel Corporation. G&G used EIMCO drawings to produce replacement parts for EIMCO 
products under its own name. EIMCO obtained a judgment against Callahan and G&G Steel. 
Shortly after the trial court entered its judgment, a new corporation, G&G Products, Inc., was 
formed. A few weeks later, Callahan formed a new corporation, C-H Industries, Inc. 
Callahan and his wife were C-H's initial directors; Mrs. Callahan was its sole shareholder.9 
C-H took over most of G&G's customers and contracts. 
The trial court found that C-H was Callahan's alter ego. The trial court based it 
finding on the following facts: Callahan's wife was the shareholder; Mr. and Mrs. Callahan 
9Zimmerman argues that it is inappropriate to hold him liable for the debts of the 
corporation because he is allegedly a non-shareholder. Appellant's brief at p. 11. 
However, as previously discussed, the trial court may simply have not believed 
Zimmerman's testimony. Zimmerman argues that there was no evidence showing he 
benefitted in any way from any acts of either corporation. The "reasonable inference" 
drawn from the evidence adduced at trial is that Zimmerman was able to stay in business 
by fraudulently transferring his assets from Paria to PGM, in hopes that neither of his 
prior landlords could then execute. Zimmerman also argues that there was no evidence 
that he unilaterally made decisions for the corporations. However, it was Zimmerman 
who "negotiated" the transfer of assets between Paria and PGM, and Zimmerman who 
executed both the Bill of Sale and the Promissory Note. Tr. I, p. 176; Exhibits 89 and 90. 
Furthermore, in Callahan, this Court upheld the trial court's finding that C-H and Mr. 
Callahan were "alter egos," even though Mrs. Callahan was the sole shareholder and 
president of C-H. In this case, both Mr. and Mrs. Zimmerman are shareholders, officers, 
directors, and principals of Paria and PGM. The facts set forth in Callahan are strikingly 
similar to the instant case and, despite Zimmerman's protestations, the trial court was 
correct in finding Paria and PGM to be Zimmerman's alter egos under the reasoning of 
Callahan. 
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were its directors; and it succeeded to the business of G&G Steel. Additionally, the trial 
court found that C-H was formed by and for Callahan to avoid the orders and judgments of 
the court. Based upon these findings, the trial court concluded that C-H was Callahan's alter 
ego. On appeal, this Court affirmed the trial court's judgment. 872 P.2d 487, 499. 
The Callahan case is, in some respects, identical to the present case. Zimmerman and 
his wife are the directors, shareholders, and officers of Paria and of PGM. PGM took over 
the business of Paria. PGM took over the employees of Paria. PGM took over the assets of 
Paria. The transfer of assets to PGM took place after two lawsuits, including this action, had 
been filed against Paria. The trial court's finding that PGM and Paria are Zimmerman's alter 
egos should be affirmed. 
Ringwoodv. Foreign Auto Works, Inc., 786 P.2d 1350 (Utah Ct. App. 1990), involved 
a contract between an individual, Poggio, and Dinero Services, Inc., an entity not a party to 
the action. 786 P.2d 1350, 1353. The trial court stated, at the beginning of trial, that Dinero 
Services, Inc.'s principals, Gardiner and Hernandez, were personally liable, even though the 
contract reflected the corporation as the operative entity. The trial court disregarded the 
corporate entity because "Dinero Services, Inc. was not considered by the parties as an 
operative entity as far as the dealings between the parties were concerned." Id. at 1359. 
This Court stated that the trial court's finding met "the required legal criteria for piercing the 
corporate veil," and affirmed the trial court on that issue. Id. In Chatterley v. Omnico, Inc., 
485 P.2d 667 (Utah 1971), the Utah Supreme Court upheld the trial court's decision to pierce 
the corporate veil of Omnico, the parent corporation of Interface. Interface failed to pay 
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wages, severance pay, and other benefits to plaintiff Chatterley. The trial court found that 
Interface did not have a valid board of directors nor validly elected officers, and the 
subsidiary's board of directors never met as such. 485 P.2d 667, 669. The Chatterley court 
discussed the principle that the corporate entity is only ignored when the ends and 
considerations of justice require it: "Some element of unfairness, something akin to fraud or 
deception, must be present in order to disregard the corporate fiction." Id. at 670. In 
Chatterley, the consideration of justice involved was that a controlling corporation was 
managing and operating a business, from which it stood to gain profit, and in attempting to 
use the "nomenclature of another corporation as a facade to insulate it from responsibility for 
paying for such services." Id. 
In affirming the trial court, the Supreme Court stated: 
Inasmuch as it is a matter upon which reasonable minds might 
differ, the traditional rule of review applies and is dispositive of 
the issue here: That it is the prerogative of the trial court to find 
the facts; that in reviewing the record we assume that he 
believed and regarded as important and persuasive, those aspects 
of the evidence and the reasonable inferences fairly deducible 
therefrom which support the findings and judgment." 
Id. 
Here, as in Chatterley, the trial court found evidence sufficient to support its piercing 
of the corporate veil and to identify the ends of justice requiring such piercing: Zimmerman 
had transferred all of the "Paria" assets to PGM, signing the Promissory Note on behalf of 
PGM and the Bill of Sale on behalf of Paria Group on the same date. If there was money 
transferred from PGM to Paria, Mr. Zimmerman also testified that all of that money had gone 
to "[settle] Paria's debt." Tr. I at P. 159. Any asset upon which Westchester might execute 
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aggrieved by a judgment may appeal it. Society ofProfessionalJoiirnalists, Utah Chapter 
v. Bullock 743 P.2d 1166 (Utah 1987).10 
Even if the entry of judgment against PGM in this matter had been properly raised in 
this appeal, however, the trial court did not err. Zimmerman claims that the trial court did 
not have jurisdiction to enter judgment against PGM or to pierce its corporate veil. 
Zimmerman relies solely on Zenith Radio Corp. v. Hazeltine Research, Inc., 89 S. Ct. 1562 
(1969). 
The facts of this case are distinguishable from those of Hazeltine. In Hazeltine, the 
U.S. Supreme Court stated: "If the alter ego issue had been litigated, and if the trial court had 
decided that HRI and Hazeltine were one and the same entity and that jurisdiction over HRI 
gave the court jurisdiction over Hazeltine, perhaps Hazeltine's appearance before judgment 
with full opportunity to contest jurisdiction would warrant entry of judgment against it." 89 
S. Ct. 1562, 1570. 
In contrast, the alter ego issue with regard to PGM was litigated. The trial court 
decided that Zimmerman, PGM, and Paria were one and the same entity. The trial court 
entered nine separate findings of fact concerning the involvement of Paria and PGM, all of 
10It should be noted that PGM, Inc. and Carla Zimmerman filed a separate 
collateral action in the Fourth Judicial District Court in and for Utah County, under 
Civil No. 980406649. That case was dismissed by the trial court on the basis of res 
judicata. PGM, Inc. and Carla Zimmerman appealed on May 14, 1999. The sole 
basis for PGM's Complaint is lack of jurisdiction, the same point argued in this matter 
by Zimmerman. 
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to satisfy its judgment had been transferred by Zimmerman from one corporate shell to 
another. Thus, the trial court, based upon the evidence adduced at trial and the credibility 
of the witnesses, found that the "ends of justice" require piercing the corporate veils. 
Under the appellate courts' reasoning in Callahan, Colman, Ringwood, James 
Constructors, and other cases, the trial court's findings of fact and conclusions of law in this 
matter, piercing the corporate veils of Paria and PGM, must be upheld. The issue is not 
whether a shareholder "is ever safe from a debt of a corporation in which he owns stock," as 
Zimmerman argues page 11 of his brief; the issue is whether there is a unity of interest in 
ownership, and whether recognition of the corporate form would sanction a fraud, promote 
injustice, or result in an inequity. The trial court considered the substantial evidence of this 
unity of ownership and interest and the injustice and inequity that would result, and found 
it inappropriate to allow Zimmerman to hide behind the corporate facades of Paria and PGM. 
POINT II: THE TRIAL COURT HAD JURISDICTION OVER PGM. 
Zimmerman assigns error to the trial court's entry of judgment against PGM, Inc. 
First, it should be noted that only Stephen Zimmerman, personally, appealed. R. at 335. If 
Zimmerman is to be believed when he claims that PGM is a separate corporate entity, then 
he lacks standing to complain of the entry of judgment against PGM, Inc. Only a party 
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which were based upon evidence adduced at trial. R. 268-69. The matter was raised before 
the trial court, and the trial court found evidence sufficient to pierce PGM's corporate veil. 
Zimmerman had ample opportunity to offer proof of his position that PGM and Paria are 
cognizable separate entities, especially since the trial court allowed him a third day of trial, 
more than five weeks after the initial two trial days, to offer a rebuttal witness who was out 
of town on the scheduled trial dates. Tr. II, p. 206. Zimmerman argues that "No explanation 
was sought or offered by either party as to why [Paria's] the records were incomplete." 
Appellant's Brief at p. 7. Despite ample opportunity, Zimmerman simply failed to provide 
the trial court with evidence to rebut the evidence offered by Westchester. Thus, the trial 
court was led to conclude that PGM, Paria, and Zimmerman, a director of PGM, are one and 
the same entity, and that the alleged "transfer" of all of Paria's assets to PGM was done in 
an attempt to avoid Westchester's judgment. 
Hazeltine, upon which Zimmerman relies, has been distinguished by numerous courts. 
For example, In Mansfield v. Pierce, 153 F.3d 721 (4th Cir. N.C. 1988), the court was faced 
with a situation factually similar to this case. Plaintiff Connie Mansfield first sued the 
Church of the Creator, a Florida Corporation ("COTC-FL") and obtained a default judgment. 
Later, Mansfield sued one William Pierce in the Federal Court, alleging that he was the 
grantee of a fraudulent conveyance from the Church of the Creator, a North Carolina 
Corporation ("COTC-NC"). At trial, the jury concluded that Pierce was the alter ego of 
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COTC-NC (not a party to the action), and COTC-NC was the alter ego of COTC-FL11 and, 
inasmuch as Mansfield already had a judgment against COTC-FL, granted judgment in favor 
of Mansfield against Pierce. 
On appeal, Pierce argued that he could not be bound by the judgment entered against 
COTC-FL because he had not been a party to the action. After a thorough discussion of 
piercing the corporate veil and fraudulent transfer, the Court noted that "unlike Hazeltine, 
Pierce has had a full and complete opportunity to litigate the alter ego question and to defend 
against Mansfield's allegation that the conveyance . . . to Pierce was fraudulent." 153 F.3d 
721,728. 
Similarly, Zimmerman (whether as the "alter ego" or as corporate officer and director) 
has had a thorough opportunity to litigate the alter ego question with regard to both Paria and 
PGM and to defend against the allegations that the conveyance to PGM, Inc. was fraudulent. 
On the basis of the evidence adduced at trial, the trial court ruled against him. 
In Performance Plus Fund, Ltd. V. Winfield& Co.y Inc., 443 F.Supp. 1188 (U.S.D.C., 
N.D. Cal. 1977), a successor to the named defendant corporation was held to be liable under 
the judgment rendered in the case. Again distinguishing Hazeltine, the Court noted: "This 
case [Hazeltine] is clearly distinguishable from the case at hand, in which [the unnamed 
defendant]... had a full opportunity to defend itself." 443 F.Supp. 1188, 1193. The "full 
opportunity to defend itself occurred when the unnamed defendant merged with and took 
over the operations of defendant Winfield and the defense of the original lawsuit. Id. In this 
11
 As Paria did in this case, COTC-NC transferred substantially all of its assets to COTC-
FL in the middle of the litigation against Dr. Pierce. 
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matter, PGM took over all the assets (but none of the liabilities) and the operation of the 
business of Paria Group in the middle of the litigation. At the time of trial, Mr. Zimmerman 
acknowledged he was doing business as PGM and not as Paria. The court reviewed 
numerous exhibits and heard the testimony of numerous witnesses concerning the operations 
of Zimmerman, Paria, and PGM. Having had the benefit of this evidence, the court found 
it appropriate to pierce the corporate veils of Paria and PGM and enter judgment against all 
three for the debt to Westchester. 
Again, Envirotech Corporation v. Callahan, 872 P.2d 487 (Utah Ct. App. 1994) 
applies to the facts of this case. In Callahan, the trial court entered judgment against C-H 
Industries, Inc., an entity that was not a party to the original action, but that sought to 
intervene on appeal. The trial court found that C-H was the defendant's alter ego. On 
appeal, C-H urged that the judgment was void against it for lack of jurisdiction, the same 
claim made in the present case. This Court noted the trial court's findings that the 
defendant's wife was the sole shareholder and president of C-H, and that the Callahans were 
its initial directors. In this case, it is undisputed that Mr. and Mrs. Zimmerman were both 
shareholders and initial directors of PGM and Paria. The Callahan Court also discussed the 
fact that C-H was formed to succeed to the business of G&G Steel, the named defendant. 
Similarly, PGM was formed to continue the business of Paria Group. In Callahan, the trial 
court found that C-H took over most of the uncompleted contracts and customers of G&G 
Steel. Zimmerman testified that he moved the business into PGM so he would not be in 
"competition" with the clients of Paria/PGM, but PGM continues to service those clients in 
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the same business. Zimmemian took his employees to PGM when he started doing business 
under that name. He also took Paria's assets, but none of its liabilities. All this evidence 
supports the trial courts' ruling that PGM is Zimmerman's "alter ego," and the entry of 
judgment against PGM. 
CONCLUSION 
This Court must view the evidence in the light most favorable to the trial court. That 
evidence supports the trial court's findings that Paria Group and PGM, Inc. are the alter egos 
of Stephen Zimmerman. 
Zimmerman is without standing to complain of the entry of judgment against PGM, 
Inc. Even if he had standing, however, the trial court's entry of judgment against PGM is 
supported by Utah law. The trial court should be affirmed in all respects. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this ^ _ day of June, 1999. 
^ A A / T T D rVkT C F \ U \ T \ T T \ T r : O CAMERON S. DENNING 
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ADDENDUM 
1. Exhibit "A" to the trial Exhibit 89. 
(List of property transferred by Paria to PGM). 
3GFA Inc. ** 
ITEM 
3ook Shelves 
3ook Shelves 
3ook Shelves 
3ook Shelves 
3ox 
Box 
3ox 
3ox 
3ox 
3ox 
Box 
Box 
Box 
Bulliten Board 
Bullrten Board 
:SU/DSU 
:SU/DSU 
CSU/DSU 
Calculator 
Calculator 1 
Calculator 1 
Calculator 1 
Calculator 1 
Calculator 1 
Calculator 
Calculator 1 
Calculator 1 
Calculator 1 
Calculator 1 
.alculator 1 
calculator 1 
alculator 1 
alculator 
alculator 
alculator 1 
alculator 
alculator 
alculator 1 
alculator 
alculator [ 
|QTY 
1 
1 
1 
3 
8 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
(SERIAL # | MODEL # 
PC-9832 
|MK-Sq,1 ^ 
h&SLV 
J S) 
rr&tP 
-TZ7ZP 
10949S4R 
10949S4R 
~T&k$ 
8116078 
MLD606801 
1100 
EL243C j 
TI-1795T ! 
TI-1795T i 
C-1195 
5D218210 
PC-00003 
PC-0002 
PC-9840 I 
PC-00001 
PC-00006 
PC-00022 
PC-9828 
PC-9821 
PC-9824 
6D158725 
PC-9883 
PC-00028 | 
FT100S 
FT100S 
EL-2192C 
LD60 
T1-1795T 
EL-1197GII I 
EL-879L I 
TI-179ST 
1A20X 
TI-1795T 
Desktop Series I 
LD60 
I-0394 BA-20 
L-0395DyT1-1795T 
76235 
EL-1197GII 
LD60 
LD120 
EL-334L 
LD60 I 
[MAKE 
I Press board 
Motorola 
Motorola 
Sharp 
Royal 
Victor 
Sharp I 
Texas Instruments I 
Texas Instruments I 
Sharp 
Texas Instruments 
Sharp I 
Texas Instruments I 
Royal 
Royal I 
Texas Instruments I 
Texas Instruments I 
Sharp ] 
Sharp 
Royal 
Royal 
Royal j 
[COLOR 
(Brown 
Brown 
Brown 
Gray 
Gray 
Blue 
Blue 
[Gray 
Blue 
Gray 
Blue 
Brown 
Cream/Black 
Cream/Blue 
Gray 
Blue 
Gray 
Gray 
Beige 
Blue & Gray 
Gray 
Beige 
Gray 
Whrte 
Off-White 
Beige 
Gray 
Gray 
Beige 
Beige I 
Beige 
White 
[DESCRIPTION 
3 Shelves 
4 Shelves, 4 ft. 
Wood Bookshelves 
Add Roll, 10 Key 
Handheld 
Elsimate Solar Cell 
Electronic/Add Roll 
Elsimate Solar Cell 
10-Key, Basic Functions 
Dark Gray Buttons 
Solar 
White and Tan Keys 
White and Tan Keys I 
Calculator 
Electronic/Add Roll 
EZ Value Desktop 
EZ Value Desktop 
Blue/Red Buttons 
(ITEM 
I Calculator 
Cellular Phone 
Cellular Phone 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair [ 
QTY 
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10 
[SERIAL # 
/* A 
hrs£0 
165/09981909 
"TtfJfiLv 
6123546 
6063362 
6063360 
6063365 
6063376 
I6063364 
6063363 
69A7019 
6133941 
31932HIC 
PC-9845 
PC-9808 
PC-9809 
PC-9804 
PC-9806 
PC-9805 
PC-9801 
PC-9802 ! 
PC-9810 
PC-9807 
PC-9803 
PC-9S42 
PC-9853 
075-032 
52401WH1T 
PC-9823 
! I I 
IMODEL# 
100 
28684 
CC-9801 
CC-9802 
601230662-005-004 
6133939 
6133937 
6123547 
9454442 
9438276 
9454459 
SP176A 
6133886 
6123839 
6129057 
6133938 
7303 
6133942 
I MAKE 
Nokia 
Mighty Flex 
[COLOR 
Gray 
| Gray/Black 
Gray 
I Gray 
iGray 
Gray 
Gray 
Gray 
Gray 
Gray 
Gray 
Gray 
Black 
Gray 
Red 
Red 
Gray 
Dark Blue 
Dark Gray , 
Gray 
Gray 
Black 
Red 
Red 
Red 
Mauve 
Green 
Blue 
Gray 
Gray 
Gray 
Black 
Green i 
Burgundy 
Gray 
Black 
Green I 
Green 
Green 
Green I 
[Gray ] 
[DESCRIPTION I 
I - . > I 
Swivel Office Chair with Arms 
Raisable I 
83 of them 
Raisable 
Raisable 
I Raisable 
No Wheels 
Wheels 
Wheels I 
Arm Chair 
Arm Chair I 
Arm Chair 
Arm Chair 
Wheels, Adjustable Height, No Arms I 
Wheels, Adjustable, Arms 
Office Master with No Arms 
Gray Pad, Black Frame on Wheels 
Black Pad, Black Frame on Wheels . 
Red Pad, Black Frame on Wheels 
Red Pad, Black Frame on Wheels 
Red Pad, Black Frame on Wheels 
Cushion, Wheels 
Green Pad, Dark Frame 
Blue Pad, Oak Frame oh Wheels 
Gray Pad, Black Frame on Wheels 
Gray Pad, Black Frame on Wheels 
No Arms 
Wheels, Gray Pad, Black Frame 
Executive High Back Swivel 
Office Chair 
Oak Frame - No Wheels 
Oak Frame - No Wheels 
Oak Frame - No Wheels 
Oak Frame - No Wheels 
Oak Frame - No Wheels ______ I 
5*r^c. 
ITEM 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Chair 
Channel Banks 
Channel Banks j 
Channel Banks 
Channel Banks 
Clock 
Clock 
Clock 
Clock 
Clock 
Clock 
Clock 
Clock 
Clock 
Clock 
Clock 
Coffee Maker 1 
Coffee Maker 1 
Copier 
[QTY 
70 
1 
1 
1 
3 " 
1 ! 
1 
1 I 
1 I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
10 
1 
1 
1 
Copier 11 J 
SERIAL # 
CA-30823 
PC-9862 
PC-9861 
PC-9860 
PC-9863 
524567ft 
-E3tf> 
R706120081 
90-0163-01 
90-0163-021E 
T^fe^ 
46024 
46024 
46024 
PC-9833 
46024 
PC-9869 
y* /) 
-TTTTfCf I 
F-19592 
TOT*? 
565068P7L 
T^^sE^ I 
MODEL# 
524S679 
6070821 
5245677 
6070820 
C87282 
C87282 
C87282 
3424 
3424 
3424 
46042 
A607A 
SF-2118 
I MAKE 
Westclox I 
Westclox 
Westclox I 
Westclox 
Westclox 
Westclox I 
Westclox 
Westclox 
Proctor I 
Sharp 
[COLOR 
Green 
Gray 
Green 
! Green 
Green 
Gray 
Gray 
Gray 
Brown 
Gray 
Gray 
Brown 
Gray 
Gray 
Gray & Black 
Gray & Black 
Blue 
Blue 
Blue 
Gray 
i 
i 
Assorted Floral 
Assorted Floral 
Assorted Floral 
Assorted Floral 
Assorted Floral ! 
Assorted Floral 
Assorted Floral 
Black 
Assorted Floral 
Assorted Floral 
White 
Cream 
iDESCRIPTION 1 
Oak Frame - No Wheels 
Oak Frame - No Wheels 
Oak Frame •* No Wheels 
Oak Frame - No Wheels 
Oak Frame - No Wheels 
1 > 1 
Wheels, Black Frame 
Wheels, Black Frame.. _. 
» | 
Minute and Hour Hands 
t 1 
i 
White Face, Black Hands 
Conventional Clock 
White Face, Black Hands 
Silex 2-12 Cups 
Letter & Legal Size Trays. 
jITEM 
1 Couch 
[Couch 
[Couch 
Desk 
Desk 
Desk 
Desk 
Desk 
[Desk 
Desk 
Desk 
Desk 
Desk 
Desk 
Desk 
iDesk 
|Desk 
IDesk 
Desk 
Desk 
i Dry Erase Board 1 
Dry Erase Board 
Dry Erase Board 
Dry Erase Board 
Dry Erase Board 
Dry Erase Board 1 
Dry Erase Board 1 
Dry Erase Board 1 
Dry Erase Board 1 
Extension Cord 
Extension Cord 
Fan 
Fan 
Fan : 
Fax Machine 
rax Machine L; 
QTY 
1 
1 
2 
16 
8 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 f 
1 
! [ 
1 SERIAL # 
Yrz£/ 
GW0078258 
GW0069764 
GW0067013 
PC-9846 
PC-9816 
PC-9841 
PC-9852 
MK-D01 
PC-9826 
PC-9817 
PC-00004 
PC-9856 
88-5151-114 
llcr£L£S 
^ n 
TertZxJ' 1 
*>* 1 
-rz&ntf 
PC-9879 
E90368 JO \ 
-TTPttkr 
4CCHE126285 
67173778 [ 
IMODEL# 
GW0075676 
GWG069653 
6W0084833 
GW0057896 
6W0084965 
HAOF-1200 
KX-F250 
UX-177 I 
I MAKE 
Golden Oak Inc. 
Holmes I 
Panasonic 
Sharp [ 
[COLOR 
Green 
Gray 
Dark Brown 
Dark Brown 
Dark Brown 
Dark Wood 
Brown 
Dark Brown 
Walnut 
Brown 
Brown 
Brown 
Brown 
I Brown 
Dark Brown 
Brown 
Brown 
I White 
White 
White 
White 
Whfto 
White i 
White 
White 
Gray & White 
Blue 
Black 
Black _ I 
I DESCRIPTION 
Leather < I 
I - J 
J , _.. • T - • ...: .,.._,, —, ,_ ., ..., ^ ^ . .. .........
 n—, 
4 Drawer 5 V% in J 
4 Drawer 5 V* in 
4 Drawer 5 7% in ] 
5 Drawer on Wheels with 4 Locking Drawers 
4 Drawer Desk I 
2 Drawer on Each Side I 
Long 
I Large Desk 
2 Drawers on Each Side 
Big Desk 
14 Drawer 
Expo Marker Board with Eraser 
Expo Marker Board with Eraser 
Expo Marker Board with Eraser 
Expo Marker Board with Eraser 
Dry Eras* Bard 
Large Dry Erase, Expo Board with Eraser 
Large Dry Erase, Expo Board with Eraser 
Small Dry Erase, Expo Board with Eraser 
Extension Cord 
Fax and Phone Capabilities 
Fax and Phone Capabilities | 
TEM 
ax Machine 
•ax Machine 
ax Machine 
ile Cabinet 
lie Cabinet 
ile Cabinet 
ile Cabinet 
lie Cabinet 
ile Cabinet 
lie Cabinet 
ile Cabinet 
ile Cabinet 
ile Cabinet 
lie Cabinet 
ile Cabinet 
ile Cabinet 
lie Cabinet 
ile Server/CPU 
ile Server/CPU 
ile Server/CPU 
le Server/Monitor 
le Server/Monitor 
le Server/Monitor 
and Tools 
and Tools ! 
sadset 
sadset 
aadset I 
wadset 
wadset 
jadset i 
wadset 
wadset 
wadset 
jadset 
wadset 1 
sadset 
iadset ] 
QTY 
1 
1 
4 
13 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 ! 
[SERIAL # 
PC-9870 
1671548P0,) 
rj^rky 
PC-9806 
IMK-C01 
-r J " 
rr*vbr 
D630HSV10672 
3640HSV16C34 
->~*i^ 
59952752 
H82ACP0997 
-tthr 
PC-0025 „ | 
-Tz&r 
13173274 
10815221 
13173276 
11333572 
10815211 
13173245 
13173243 
13173240 
10815217 
13173246 
13173283 
13173285 
13173227 I 
MODEL# 
20733-FA-E 
UX-177 
B310HDS 
90231054 j 
13011850 ! 
13011887 
11979597 
13011865 
13011857 
I MAKE 
lApytha 
Sharp 
« 
Flex 
Norwalk 
I HON 
HON 
Norwalk 
Norwalk 
HDN 
Impression 
Samsung i 
Stanley Bostich 
Applica/Applause I 
Tri Amp 
Applica/Applause 
Tri Amp 
Tri Amp 
Applica/Applause I 
Applica/Applause 
Applica/Applause I 
Tri Amp 
Applica/Applause I 
Applica/Applause I 
Applica/Applause I 
Applica/Applause | 
COLOR 
„ 
Black 
Gray 
, 
, 
i Black 
Cream 
Tan 
Black 
Black 
Off-White 
Off-White 
Beige 
Beige 
Beige 
Black 
Brown 
Beige 
Gray 
Black 
Black 
Black 
Black 
Black 
Black 
Black 
Black 
Black 
Black 
Black 
Black 
Black I 
DESCRIPTION 
I ' I 
Fax With Attached Phone 
5 Drawer 
4 Drawer 
4 Drawer 
2 Drawer 
2 Drawer 
5 Drawer Non Locking File Cabinets 
4 Drawer Locking File Cabinets 
4 Drawer Locking File Cabinets 
2 ft. 2 Drawers, Silver Handle 
Filing Cabinet 
4 Drawer File Cabinet 
| 
j 
Unix 
NW411 
Industrial Stapler 
Box/Headpiece 
Box/Headpiece 
Box/Headpiece 
Box/Headpiece I 
Box/Headpiece I 
Box/Headpiece I 
Box/Headpiece I 
Box/Headpiece I 
Box/Headpiece 
Box/Headpiece I 
Box/Headpiece 
Box/Headpiece | 
'EM 
eadset 
eadset 
eadset 
eadset 
eadset 
eadset 
eadset 
eadset 
eadset 1 
eadset 1 
eadset 
eadset 1 
eadset 1 
eadset 1 
eadset 1 
eadset ' 1 
eadset 1 
eadset 1 
eadset 1 
eadset 1 
eadset 1 
eadset 1 
eadset 1 
eadset 1 
eadset 
eadset 1 
eadset 1 
eadset 1 
eadset 1 
eadset 1 
eadset 1 
eadset i 
eadset 1 
eadset 1 
eadset 1 
eadset 1 
eadset 1 
eadset 1 
eadset 1 
eadset j 
eadset 1 
eadset 1 
eadset 1 
eadset I 
ubs 
ubs (_ 
QTY 
56 
1 
1 [ 
[SERIAL # 
10757552 
13173281 
13173244 
10864334 
13173234 
13173292 
12000388 
13173226 
10815213 
11986332 
13173242 
13173238 
13173276 
11441458 
11968412 
13172590 
13173249 
10757553 
13173284 
13173232 
13173248 
13173294 
13173275 
13173289 
10757543 
11333575 
10864331 
12000389 
90137462 
13173291 
10757551 
11441440 
10862214 
10815214 
11441463 
11392284 
11441452 
13173239 
10864344 
11441459 
13173282 
13173228 
1317324£ x7 
»&i$W 
H12TX 
HPJ2601A I 
IMODEL# 
13011856 
732-7500-02 
13011863 
11979416 
13011866 
13173280 
11988139 
13011859 
13011851 
HCA2001917 
I MAKE 
Tri Amp 
Applica/Applause 
Applica/Applause 
Tri Amp 
Applica/Applause 
I Applica/Applause 
Tri Amp 
I Applica/Applause 
Tri Amp 
I Tri Amp 
Applica/Applause 
Applica/Applause 
Applica/Applause 
[ Tri Amp 
Applica/Applause 
Applica/Applause 
Applica/Applause 
Tri Amp 
Applica/Applause 
Applica/Applause 
Applica/Applause 
Applica/Applause 
Applica/Applause 
Diink Ether 
I COLOR 
Black 
Black 
Black 
Black 
Black 
Black 
Black 
Black 
Biack 
Black 
Black 
Black 
Black 
! Black 
Black 
Black 
Black 
Black 
Black 
Biack 
Black 
Black 
Black 
{DESCRIPTION 
I Box/Headpiece I 
Box/Headpiece 
Box/Headpiece 
I No Headpiece 
Cord to Phone & Headpiece | 
I Box/Headpiece I 
Box/Headpiece 
Cord to Phone & Headpiece 
| Box/Headpiece 
Box/Headpiece I 
Box/Headpiece 
E Box/Headpiece I 
Box/Headpiece I 
Box/Headpiece 
Box/Headpiece > 
Box/Headpiece I 
Box/Headpiece I 
Box/Headpiece I 
Box/Headpiece I 
Box/Headpiece 
Box/Headpiece I 
Box/Headpiece 
Box/Headpiece 
I 
I 
_ ., _.... .... I 
ITEM 
Hubs 
Hubs 
Hubs 
Hubs 
Hubs 
Hubs 
Hubs 
Hubs 
Hubs 
Hubs 
Key Service Unit 
Key Service Unit 
• 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 
j<eyboard I 
QTY 
11 
I SERIAL # 
HPJ2611A 
HPJ2611A 
1000 
H16 
H16 
H16 
18PORT10BASET 
18PORT10BASET 
18PORJ1flBASET 
Y/terfSEZf 
I24B6O306& 
-TZ&P 
6K144501436 
6K162100133 
7B021906355 
61120201815 
61120201811 
6K162102371 
6K162102376 
61120201832 
6K144501776 
6K144501761 
6K162102377 i 
6K162102338 I 
7B0219-07364 
7B2019-06371 I 
6K162102347 | 
6K162100309 I 
6K144501766 I 
6K162102342 
6K162102336 
6K162100112 
6K162102346 
6K162100306 
6K162100311 
6K162100315 
6K162102354 
J943916094 
9310-145273 
61120201812 
N1333C119 
IMODEL# 
8004116461 
HDF3007530 
HDF3007533 
HDF3007528 
H8202 
H0136 
H9610 
KB-2923 
I 
[MAKE 
3Com Link Switch 
Dlink Ether 
Dlink Ether 
Dlink Ether 
Powercom 
I Powercom 
Powercom 
Samsung 
Chicony 
Chicony 
Chicony 
Chicony 
Chicony 
Chicony 
Chicony 
Chicony 
Chicony 
Chicony 
Chicony 
Chicony 
Chicony 
Chicony 
Chicony 
Chicony 
Chicony 
Chicony 
Chicony 
Chicony 
Chicony 
Chicony 
Chicony 
Chicony I 
Chicony 
Chicony 
Key Tronic 
Mitsumi 
Chicony 
[COLOR 
Cream 
Gray 
Gray 
Cream 
Gray 
Cream 
Gray 
Cream 
Cream 
Gray 
Cream 
Cream 
Cream 
Cream 
Gray 
Gray 
Cream 
Gray ! 
Gray 
Gray 
Cream 
Cream 
Cream 
Cream 
Gray 
Cream 
Gray 
Cream 
Cream 
Cream I 
[DESCRIPTION 
i I 
Standard Keyboard 
Keyboard Holder 
Keyboard Holder 
1 
l | 
I 
7 
ITEM 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 1 
keyboard 1 
<eyboard 1 
<eyboard 1 
<eyboard 
keyboard 1 
keyboard 1 
<eyboard 
keyboard [_ 
QTY |SERIAL# 
61120201816 
6F691 
6K144501765 
6K1612102348 
A2730284 
61120201814 
61120201821 
7B021906354 
6K162100310 
6K162102343 
J943916099 
61120201818 
IJ943916110 
[4577 
6A05001019 
IJ943829171 
7B021906377 
7B021906492 
7B021906497 
6K162100127 
6K162100122 
7B021907349 
7B021906361 
7B021906376 
7B021906367 
6K144508805 
5G66002591 
7B021906490 
7B021907351 I 
J943916100 
J943916118 
921187 
6K162102331 
J943916093 
N0453A319 
312053952 
E3190389 
N950242912 
6J141002433 
TNM4438423 
374241 
A2631596 
TNM4438250 
J943916107 
6K162100117 I 
IMODEL# I MAKE 
Chicony 
Chicony 
Chicony 
Chicony 
Chicony 
I Chicony 
I Chicony 
Chicony 
Chicony 
Key Tronic 
Chicony 
Key Tronic 
Chicony 
Key Tronic 
Chicony 
Chicony 
Chicony 
Chicony 
Chicony 
Chicony 
Chicony 
Chicony 
Chicony 
Chicony 
Chicony 
Chicony 
Chicony 
Key Tronic 
Key Tronic 
Maxi Touch 
Chicony 
Key Tronic 
Chicony 
Chicony 
Chicony I 
Chicony 
Chicony 
Chicony 
Key Tronic 
Chicony J 
I COLOR 
Gray 
| Cream 
| Gray 
Gray 
Gray 
Cream 
Cream 
Gray 
Cream 
Gray 
Gray 
Gray 
i Cream 
Cream 
Gray 
Gray 
Gray 
Gray 
Gray 
Gray 
Gray 
Gray 
Gray 
Gray 
Gray 
Gray 
Gray 
Gray 
Gray 
Gray 
Gray 
Gray 
Gray 
Gray 
Gray 
Gray 
Gray 
Gray I 
Gray 
Gray I 
Gray 
Cream 
Gray 
Gray 
Gray I 
Gray | 
I DESCRIPTION 
I , 
> 
' i . | 
Keyboard Holder 
Keyboard Holder 
Keyboard Holder 
Keyboard Holder 
Keyboard Holder 
Keyboard Holder 
Keyboard Holder 
Keyboard Holder 
Keyboard Holder 
Keyboard Holder 
Keyboard Holder 
Keyboard Holder | 
ITEM ! 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 
Keyboard I 
<eyboard 1 
<eyboard 1 
<eyboard 1 
<eyboard 1 
keyboard 1 
keyboard 1 
(eyboard 
keyboard 
Ceyboard 1 
Ceyboard 1 
Ceyboard 1 
Ceyboard 1 
Ceyboard 1 
Ceyboard 1 
Ceyboard 1 
Ceyboard 1 
Ceyboard 1 
Ceyboard 1 
Ceyboard 1 
keyboard 1 
eyboard 1 
.eyboard 1 
.eyboard 
.eyboard 
eyboard 
eyboard 
eyboard 
eyboard 
eyboard j 
QTY SERIAL # 
3824241 
38004241 
170 
6G00231513 
6A05001017 
E9171868 
6J141001756 
919271 
194241 
TNM4438428 
PC-9847/5E31902431 
0728YX 
10095A 
SG66002586 
4584 . 
4586 
NSN 
61120201821 
6K162100313 
IGD39C022642 
6K162100120 
1063A319 
IGD34CC15376 | 
61120502195 I 
6K144500B05 
388 
6K144501771 
050ARH 
9803884 
6T120201818 
0500VY 
J943916111 
TNM4438233 
434 
M2008 
6K144501765 
A0358998 
PC-9839 
PC-9835 
PC-9814 
6D00535989 
PC-9854 
6A05001023 
PC-9830 
7B0219-07345 | 
1 161120502190 | 
IMODEL# 
KB-2923 
KB-2923 
5139 
KB-2923 
2189 
RT101T 
KB-5311 
KB-2323 
KFNLEA901 
KB-2923 
KB-2923 
KB-2923 
KB-2923 
KB-2923 
KB-2923 
KB-2923 
KB-2923 | 
| MAKE 
Net Plus 
Chicony 
Chicony 
Chicony 
[COLOR 
Gray 
Gray 
Gray 
Gray 
Tan 
Tan 
Tan 
Off White 
Off White 
Off White 
Beige 
Eggshell 
Beige 
Eggshell I 
Eggshell 
Eggshell I 
White 
Off-White 
Beige 
Beige 
Beige | 
[DESCRIPTION ] 
Keyboard Holder 
Keyboard Holder 
Keyboard Holder 
Keyboard 
Standard Keyboard 
Standard Computer Keyboard 1 
Standard Computer Keyboard 
Windows '97 
Many Keys 
Standard Keyboard 
Keyboard 
[ITEM 
(Keyboard 
I Keyboard 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 
Keyboard | 
Keyboard J 
Keyboard j 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 
1 Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 
1 Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 
Keyboard I 
Keyboard • ] 
Keyboard I 
Keyboard I 
] Keyboard | 
Keyboard 
1 Keyboard 1 
1 Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 1 
1 Keyboard 1 
Keyboard _| 
Keyboard 
1 Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 1 
1 Keyboard 1 
Keyboard I 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard T 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 1' 
Keyboard 1' 
Keyboard J_; 
IQTY [SERIAL # 
ESXKBM111 
PC-9864 
PC-9887 
G3579 
J943916097 
TNM4438400 
J943916108 
H3067 
J94391612 
J943916098 
926980 
!433 
7B0219-07355 
6D00535994 
0376A319 
TNM4438427 
7B0219-07363 
7B0219-07342 
3794241 
44241 
4585 
190266 
5930643085 
A2730282 
TNM4438232 
G3542 | 
4583 
3814241 
TNM4438426 
J943916114 
A2630363 
7B0219-00354 
6G00231662 
TNM4438230 
905742 
J943916109 
6A05001021 
0445A319 
D8412 
1344C119 
J943829152 
6D600535993 
377 
6F691 [ 
I MODEL # 
5139 
KB-5311 
KB-2923 
101WN 
E03601QL 
KB-5311 
E03601QL 
101WN 
E03601QL 
E03601QL 
2189XXX-XX-XXX 
KFNLEA901 
KB-2923 
5139 
KB-2923 
RT-101T 
KB-5311 
KB-2923 
KB-2923 
RT101T 
SIXX 
RT101T 
KFNLEA901 
2189XXX-XX-XXX 
EO-5000 
RT101T 
KB-5311 
101WN 
5139 
KFNLEA901 ! 
RT101T | 
KB-5311 
E03601QL 
RT101T 
KB-2923 
KB-2923 
KB-5311 
2189XXX-XX-XXX 
E03601QL 
KB-2923 
RT101T 
101WN 
RT101T 
E03601QL 
KB-2923 
KFNLEA901 
SIXX 
KB-5911 J 
(MAKE 
Net Plus 
1'COLOR 
Beige 
Beige 
Beige 
{DESCRIPTION ] 
Standard CR-0003 
Standard Keyboard 
Standard Keyboard 
, 
I 
IITEM 
1 Keyboard 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 
Keyboard 
] Lap Top Computer 
1 Lap Top Computer 
Microwave 
1 Microwave 
Microwave • 
I Monitor 1 
1 Monitor 1 
Monitor 
Monitor 
Monitor 1 
Monitor 
[Monitor j 
1 Monitor 1 
Monitor 
Monitor 
Monitor 
1 Monitor 1 
Monitor 
Monitor 
Monitor 
Monitor 
Monitor 1 
Monitor 
Monitor 
Monitor 
Monitor 1 
Monitor 
1 Monitor 1 
1 Monitor 1 
Monitor 1 
Monitor 
Monitor 1 
Monitor 
Monitor 1 
Monitor | 
QTY 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
182 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
[SERIAL # 
TNM4438425 
6K162101874 
PC-9880 
PC-9875 
6J141001704 
\-73Z&> 
pCPICDB150ST 
vT&r4rf/ 
VL9811795 
202230 r „ 
Vrzzkr 
6460535 
U10703970 
GSC18025716 
MB70500446 
MB-70501125 
139353 
U370200380 
U00104044 
E87560 
90903906 
MB80105337 
423 
MB80100107 
3T003570 
0Y11762 
U10400143 
0Y12184 
V82000842 
94201933 
U00104472 
T91000449 
8813252126 
94201933 I 
1Q05983 
U00101584 
90102522 
10500792 
U00104605 I 
IMODEL# 
5139 
KB-5311 
KB-2923 
KB-2923 
101 WM 
KB-2923 
82228 
JE51133WN004 
MW2070U 
CSV170QPS 
JMAKE 
Dell 
GE 
[Samsung 
Magitronfc 
MGC 
Thomson 
Goldstar 
^Goldstar 
IBM 
Taxan 
Mini Micro 
Taxan 
Mini Micro 
Epson 
Nanao 
Epson 
Samsung 
Samsung 1 
Novell 
Samsung 
Mini Micro 
Mini Micro 1 
Samsung 
Mini Micro 
Samsung 1 
Mini Micro 
Mini Micro j 
JCOLOR 
—-*— 
j Black 
White 
1 , 
Cream 
— , • - i — 
Gray 
Cream 
Gray , 
Gray 
Cream 
Cream 
Cream 
Cream ! 
Cream 1 
Cream 
Gray 
Cream 
Cream 
Cream 
Cream 
Cream 
Cream 1 
Cream 
Cream 
Gray 
Gray 
Cream 
Cream 1 
Cream 1 
Cream 
Cream j 
I DESCRIPTION 
pocking Station 
Turntable 
17' in Monitor J 
12' Display 
12' Display 
11 
(ITEM 
1 Monitor 
Monitor ! 
Monitcr 
1 Monitor 
Monitor 
Monitor 
Monitor 
1 Monitor 
1 Monitor 1 
1 Monitor 
1 Monitor I 
1 Monitor 1 
Monitor 
Monitor 
1 Monitor 1 
Monitor 
Monitor 
Monitor 
1 Monitor 1 
Monitor 
1 Monitor 1 
Monitor 
1 Monitor 1 
Monitor 
1 Monitor 1 
1 Monitor 1 
1 Monitor 1 
Monitor 
Monitor 
1 Monitor 1 
1 Monitor 1 
1 Monitor 1 
Monitor 
1 Monitor 1 
1 Monitor 1 
1 Monitor 1 
Monitor 
Monitor 
Monitor 
Monitor 
1 Monitor 1 
Monitor 
1 Monitor 1 
Monitor 
1 Monitor 1 
Monitor 
Monitor 1 
I Monitor L 
QTY 1 SERIAL # 
N9303089 
50502055 
P39-N 
U10300481 
V00215533 
MB70704274 
10500792 
W10701230 
80204651 
10900146 
U10403087 
P39-N 
A0501399 
80101189 
MB81002576 
JU00200198 
1006039 
90801506 
HHA8029504 
H86B100044 
90900903 
6SC17019125 
19969 
3662738 
40040433 
6SC17002818 
66654 
T91000174 
282699 ! 
U361102521 
3985926 
674246 
MLSD907214841 
85077 
02J5026431 
U11000487 
3767188 
1BTCN9302861 
OY12216 
U3-70400453 
N9302586 
90603266 
N9303056 
N9303131 
N9303081 
0Y11756 I 
IMODEL# I MAKE 
Paper White 
Samsung 
Samsung 
Samsung 
Packard Bell 
Goldstar 
Mini Micro 
I Samsung 
BTC 
I Mini Micro 
Samsung 
Samsung 
Samsung 
Epson 
Mini Micro 
Samsung 
Mini Micro 
Hyundai 
Mini Micro 
Samsung 
Novell 
IBM 
IBM 
IBM 
Novell 
IBM 
Mini Micro 
IBM 
Taxan 
Samsung 
IBM I 
IBM 
Hyundai 
IBM 
Epson 
Mini Micro 
IBM 
Taxan 
Paper White 
Mini Micro I 
Paper White 
Paper White I 
Paper White 
Paper White 
I COLOR 
Cream 
Cream 
Cream 
Cream 
Cream 
Gray 
Cream 
| Cream 
Gray 
I Cream 
Gray 
Cream 
! Cream 
Gray 
Cream 
Cream 
Cream 
Cream 
Cream 
Cream 
Gray 
Gray 
Gray 
Gray 
Cream 
Gray 
Cream 
Gray i 
Gray 
Gray 
Gray 
Gray 
Gray 
Gray 
Gray 
Ivory
 u I 
Gray 
Gray I 
Cream 
Cream 
Cream 
, 1 
Cream 
Cream | 
[DESCRIPTION 
14'TTL 
12' Video Display Mohitor 
I 
12'Display Monitor 
14* Monitor 
14' Monitor 
14'Monitor 
14' Monitor 
14' Monitor 
12' Display Monitor | 
12 
[ITEM 
Monitor 
1 Monitor 1 
1 Monitor I 
1 Monitor 1 
Monitor 
1 Monitor 1 
1 Monitor 1 
1 Monitor 1 
Monitor 
1 Monitor 1 
1 Monitor 1 
1 Monitor 1 
1 Monitor 1 
1 Monitor 1 
Monitor 1 
1 Monitor 1 
Monitsr 
1 Monitor 1 
1 Monitor 1 
Monitor 
Monitor 
1 Monitor 1 
Monitor 
1 Monitor 1 
1 Monitor 1 
Monitor 
1 Monitor 1 
1 Monitor 1 
1 Monitor 1 
Monitor 
Monitor 
1 Monitor 1 
Monitor 
Monitor 
Monitor 
Monitor 
Monitor 
Monitor 
1 Monitor 1 
Monitor 
1 Monitor 1 
Monitor 
1 Monitor 1 
Monitor 
1 Monitor 1 
1 Monitor 1 
Monitor 
[Monitor | 
QTY SERIAL # 
N9302449 
N9302868 
N9302731 
GSC18024808 
672669 
0Y12206 
6370301080 
6A706076 
1238620125 
IU3-61102060 
71400-1481 
6444687 
MH4566006450 
SATTC0435910 
PC-9848/6394619 
U10U03183 
P29N 
10900146 
T91002011 
NSN 
W01104998 
91102680 
159172 
81200302 
MB70601-707 
S9452747 
106218054 
T9111251 
70203901 i 
94201919 
U230241 I 
U11000297 
9308010838 
744D8157 
139520448 
S9757636 
PC-9815 
PC-9836 
PC-9837 
PC-9843 
PC-9851 
C-SV1700PS 
PC-9831 
PC-9822 
6229479 
CR-0002 I 
IMODEL# 
ISM483C 
GM-100 
KX-123-U 
IMGC-1439N 
IC-SV1450PS 
DX1795E 
TCM1700G 
C-SV1450PS 
MR1457W 
MM1251A 
MHHA 
MA2565 
MM1252A 
MA2565 
DCR1458C 
MPR11 
BCC614C11782 
MGC-1488 
3E Plus 
6229484 
MA-1450 
C-SV1450PS 
C-SV17009S 
[MAKE 
Paper White 
Paper White 
Paper White 
IBM 
Taxan 
Novell 
Magitronic 
Impression Viena 17 
Magitronic 
Mtec 
Mini Micro 
Amber 
IBM 
Mini Micro 
Gold Stan 
MGC 
Hyundai 
Samsung 
Oasps 
Mini Micro 
Samtron 
Samsung 
Helm 
Impression 
Techmedia 
MCG 
Impression 3+ 
Computer Warehouse 
Impression 3+ I 
Magitronic I 
Magitronic I 
Oasis | 
1 COLOR 
1 Cream 
Cream 
1 Cream 
Gray 
Gray 
Cream 
Gray/White 
Ivory 
Tan 
Tan 
Tan 
Off White 
Off White 
Off White 
l3eige 
Eggshell 
Eggshell 
Eggshell 
Beige 
Eggshell 
White 
Off-White 
Beige 1 
Beige 
Beige 
[DESCRIPTION 
14' Monitor I 
14' Monitor 
14* Monitor 
12'Display Monitor 
Color 
I Monochrome I 
Monochrome I 
MGC14" 
17" in Color Display Monitor 
: Monitor 
Flat Screen, Low Radiation 
Fiat Screen, Monitor 
MCC 
Monitor 
13 in. Color Monitor | 
Beige | Standard | 
1? 
[ITEM 
[Monitor 
[Monitor 
Monilor 
IMonilor 
Monilor 
[Monilor 
Monilor 
1 Monitor 1 
Monilor 
IMonilor 1 
Monilor 
1 Monitor 1 
1 Monitor 1 
Monitor 1 
1 Monitor 1 
Monitor 
IMonilor 1 
Monilor 
1 Monitor 1 
1 Monilor 1 
1 Monitor 1 
1 Monitor 1 
1 Monitor 1 
Monitor 1 
1 Monitor 1 
Monitor 
1 Monitor 1 
Monitor 
Monitor 
1 Monitor 1 
1 Monitor 1 
1 Monitor 1 
Monitor 
1 Monitor 1 
Monitor 
1 Monitor I 
Monitor 
1 Monitor 
Monitor 
1 Monitor 
Monitor 
1 Monitor 
1 Monitor 1 
Monitor 
Monitor 1 
Monitor 
Monitor 
[Monitor | 
QTY |SERIAL# 
PC-9888 
PC-9867 
U3-70300005 
10403090 
90100739 
10403095 
T91110638 
94201928 
T91110752 
NHNV82001134 
1W00922N 
194201924 
IU10300549 
MLSD910220442 
81403634 
T91110707 
10403094 
122909 
90906975 
94201164 
U10302985 
T91002352 
10402376 
U00305990 
94201248 
T91110414 
80100898 
8743016411 
1X01189N 
94201234 
301597 
86040762 
10402368 
10403017 
T91002013 
MB-7Q500467 j 
502014 I 
U10301719 
U3-70102455 
94201220 
10402357 
Y10503736 
T91110876 
T91111238 
U00304499 
8801227915 
IMODEL# 
SN483C 
MA2565 
MA2565 
MA2565 
MA2565 
MA2565 
MA2565 
HMM-1210 
0M-123N 
IMA2565 
MA2565 
HMM-1200 
MA2565 
MA2565 
MA2565 
5151 
MA2565 
MA2585 
MA2565 
MM1252A 
MA2565 
MA2565 
MA2565 
MA2565 
MA2585 
SM-200 
0M-123N 
MA2565 
MZ4575 
SM-125539A7 
MA2565 
MA2565 
MA2565 
MBN-2195N { 
1280A 
MD-12526 
MA2565 
MA2565 
MA2565 
MA2565 
MA2565 
MA2565 
MM1252A 
SM-125FA7 I 
MHNV81000728 1HMM-1210 | 
I MAKE 
I Impression 3+ 
[COLOR 
I Beige 
Beige 
[DESCRIPTION 
Standard Color 
Standard Monitor 
14 
[ITEM 
I Monitor 
Monitor 
Monitor 
Monitor 
Monitor 
1 Monitor 
J Monitoring Equipment 
[Monitoring Equipment 
Monitoring Equipment 
1 Monitorinq Equipment 
Monitoring Equipment 
Mouse 
1 Mouse 
Overhead Projector 
[Overhead Projector 
PC Station 
PC Station 
PC Station 
PC Station 
PC Station 
PC Station 
PC Station 
PC Station 
PC Station 
PC Station 
PC Station 
PC Station 
PC Station 
PC Station 
PC Station 
J PC Station 
PC Station 
PC Station 
PC Station 1 
PC Station 
PC Station 
PC Station 
PC Station 
PC Station 
[ PC Station | 
IQTY 
1 
1 
1 
1 
H 
179 
Ml 
1 • • " 
1 
1 
4 
SERIAL # 
74411690 
IUI0402990 
IPC-9881 
PC-9876 
59452752^ 
-rs^oP 
503279 
503780 
E259P21586-TN-N 
E253D417J527MB-N 
-ttrZkj/ 
C9452588 /) 
-ITZT^ 
CR-0005 * 
~T?5%# 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
168301014 
N/A j 
N/A 
N/A 
JD7QDP486B 
PC-00023 
P133 
NSN I 
KS75 i 
1300 P133 
1300 P100 I 
|MODEL# 
MD-1225G 
MA2565 
MA-1450 
CM30 
CM30 
KMT-333B 
KMT-330 
503158915 
[MAKE 
Magitronic 
I Magitronic 
Dees 
Dees 
Melco 
Melco 
i 
Apollo Horizon 
Computer Warehouse 
Midstate Computers 
Tower . 
Tower 
Tower 
Compaq 
Compaq J 
[COLOR 
* 
, 
Beige 
Cream 
Tan 
Tan , ,. 
Tan 
Off White , I 
Off-White 
Off White 
Beiqe I 
Eggshell 
[DESCRIPTION "1 
CD Rom/Floppy Disk 
Testing; Station 1 
H.R 
Testing; Station » J 
Cody #584 
3.5' FD CD Rom Drive j 
Cody #459 
Small Case 166 MG Processor I 
CPU, CD Rorn& 3 1/4 Floppy 
32 Mg Ram 
I 
15 
nnc. 
[ITEM 1 
PC Station 
PC Station 
PC Station 
PC Station 
PC Station 
PC Station 
PC Station 1 
PC Station | 
PC Station 
PC Station ! 
PC Station ! 
PC Station ! 
PC Station 
PC Station i 
PC Station 
PC Station 
PC Station 
PC Station 
PCStaJon 
1 Panel 1 
Panel 
Panel 
Panel 
Panel 
Panel 
Panel 
Panel 
Panel 
Panel 
Panel 
Panel 
Panel 
Panel 
Panel 
Panel 
Panel 
Panel 
Panel 
Panel 
Panel 
1 Pencil Sharpener 1 
Pencil Sharpener 
Pencil Sharpener 
Pencil Sharpener 1 
QTY 
43 
20 
 
1 
1 
3 
SERIAL # 
NSN 
NSN 
686120T 
INSN 
NSN 
NSN 
PC-00010 
PC-7834 
PC-9838 
PC-00027 
PC-9829 
PC-9817 
PC-00030 
PC-9886 
PC-9866 
PC-9877 
PC-9882 -
T£?2Lr 
„ 
itr&r/s 
6525
 r ^ 
7536^ I 
MODEL# 
,11705 
168300048 
22 
MAKE 
I Computer Warehouse 
Midstate Computers 
Panasonic 
Boston 
COLOR 
Eggshell 
Beige 
Beige 
Eggshell 
Beige 
Beige 
Beige 
Beige 
I Beige 
Beige 
Green/Gray 
Green/Gray 
Green/Gray 
Green/Gray 
Green 
Black 
Black 
Green I 
Green/Gray 
Green/Gray 
Green/Gray 
Green/Gray 
Green/Gray 
Green/Gray I 
Green/Gray 
Green/Gray 
Black 
DESCRIPTION I 
CD Rom/Floppy Disk 
Floppy Disk 
Station #50003 
Rebuilt 
Hard Drive/Floppy Disk 
Turbo & Reset Button 
CD Rom/Floppy Disk 
Generic I 
!CPU 
CPU 
End Cap Pieces 
Ught Panels with Lighting/PGM logo on Panels 
End Cap Pieces 
End Cap Pieces 
Reversable/ Back Panel Tops 
Light Panels with Lighting/PGM logo on Panels 
Side counter Panel/4 Pieces 
Trapazoid Counter Top 
Side Counter Top 
Front Panel Under Trapazoid Counter Top 
Reversable/ Top Back Panel Tops 
Light Panels with Lighting/PGM logo on Panels 
End Cap Pieces 
End Cap Pieces 
Light Panels with Lighting/PGM logo on Panels 
Reversable/ Back Panel Tops 
Reversable/Back Panel Tops 
Reversable/ Back Panel Tops 
End Cap Pieces j 
Reversable/ Top Back Panel Tops 
Electric Auto Stop 
Electric Auto Stop 
16 
fnc. 
[ITEM 
Phone 
1 Phone i 
1 Phone i 
Phone 
Phone 
1 Phone 
Phone 
1 Phone ] 
Phone 
1 Phone 1 
Phone 
[Phone 1 
Phone 
Phone 
(Phone 1 
Phone 1 
[Phone | 
|Phone | 
|Phone | 
Phone 
Phone 
|Phone 1 
Phone 
|Phone | 
1 Phone | 
Phone 
|Phone 1 
Phone 
|Phone 1 
|Phone 1 
Phone 
|Phone 1 
Phone 
|Phone 1 
Phone 
1 Phone 1 
Phone 
Phone 
1 Phone | 
Phone 1 
Phone 
Phone 
1 Phone | 
Phone 
Phone 
Phone J 
QTY 1 SERIAL # 
P0738332-02 
38858 
BW3MLA-20321-TE-E 
M2951211 
M2A284DB 
BW3MLA-20321-TE-E 
M2A264DB 
303 
M2A284DB 
M2A334DB 
M2951211 
2A284DB 
A164DB 
60075416 
M2A250DB 
94073M 
4491 
M2A334DB 
B284GD 
M2A250DB 
29918 
A165DB 
23198 
V03AAU0197 
B284GD I 
|MODEL# [MAKE 
US West 
Nortell 
Comdial 
Southwestern Bell 
Comdial 
Comdial 
I Comdial 
Comdial 
Western Electric 
!AT&T 
! Comdial 
AT&T 
Comdial 
AT&T 
AT&T 
Comdial 
AT&T 
Radio Shack 
AT&T 
AT&T 
AT&T 
AT&T 
AT&T 
Comdial 
Comdial 
Comdial 
Comdial 
Comdial 
AT&T 
Comdial 
Comdial I 
AT&T 
Radio Shack 
AT&T 
AT&T 
Comdial 
Comdial 
Lucent Technologies 
AT&T 
Comdial I 
Radio Shack 
AT&T 
Radio Shack 
Conaiphone 
Lucent Technologies I 
TCOLOR 
Cream 
Cream 
Cream 
Cream 
Cream 
I Cream 
Cream 
Cream 
Cream 
Green 
Cream 
Green 
! Cream 
Green 
Green 
Cream 
White 
Black 
Green 
Green 
Green 
White 
White 
Cream 
Cream 
Cream 
Cream I 
Cream I 
Gray 
Green 
Cream 
Cream I 
Cream 
Black 
Cream 
Green 
Cream 
Cream 
Aqua 
Green 
Cream I 
Black 
White 
Black 
White 
BJiie/Green J 
| DESCRIPTION 
Caller ID, Hold, Link, Memory, 2 Lines 
Hold, Link, Memory Buttons 
with Cord 
I Freedom I 
with Cord 
130 with No Cord 
140 with Cord 
130wtihCord 
130 with Cord 
with Cord 
130 
130 
130 with Cord 
140 with Cord 
130 with Cord 
130 with Cord 
12 Memory with Cord 
130 with Cord 
with Cord 
with Cord 
with Cord 
2500 
130 
with Cord I 
130 
130 with Cord 
with Cord 
with Cord | 
17 
Inc. 
llTEM 
1 Phone 
Phone ! 
1 Phone 1 
1 Phone 
Phone 
Phone 
Phone 
1 Phone 1 
Phone 
1 Phone 1 
Phone 1 
1 Phone 1 
Phone 1 
Phone 
1 Phone 1 
Phone 
Phone 
Phone 
1 Phone I 
1 Phone 1 
Phone 1 
Phone 
1 Phone 1 
Phone 
1 Phone 1 
Phone 
1 Phone 1 
1 Phone 1 
Phone 
1 Phone 1 
Phone 1 
Phone 
Phone 
1 Phone 1 
Phone 1 
Phone 
Phone 1 
Phone 
1 Phone 1 
Phone 
Phone 1 
Phone 
Phone 
Phone 
1 Phone 1 
Phone 1 
Phone 
[Phone 1 
QTY SERIAL # 
960927 
19021 
951106 
M2A284DB 
M2A284DB 
0291168A 
M2A206DB 
A165DB 
M2A212DB 
M2A284DB 
2500D 
9733105162 
M2A218DB 
M2A284DB 
82293 
B266GD 
9733104113 
M2A284DB 
M2A250DB 
A165DB 
A165DB 
7730 
CS6601C01D 
B267GD 
M2A206DB 
M2951211 
M2A274DB 
16804 
A0405952 
AB6CAN74417MTE I 
AB6CAN74417MTE 
AB6CAN74417MTE 
PC-9850/NT2N36AA23 
AD40592 
118655 
PC-9813 
NY2N36AA23 
PC-9856 
P0738332-O2 | 
IMODEL# 
REI: 05C 
REI: 05C 
REI: 05C 
A0405952 
A0405952 
M9417 
A0405952 
9417 I 
I MAKE 
Nortell 
Nortell 
Radio Shack 
AT&T 
AT&T 
Comdial 
AT&T 
GE 
Al&T 
AT&T 
AT&T 
Comdial 
Comdial 
AT&T 
AT&T 
AT&T 
Lenoxx Sound 
AT&T 
AT&T 
Western Electric 
Lucent Technologies 
Lenoxx Sound 
AT&T 
AT&T 
AT&T 
AT&T 
Comdial 
Radio Shack 
AT&T 
Lucent Technologies 
AT&T 
AT&T 
AT&T 
Comdial 
Nortell 
Radio Shack I 
US West 
AT&T 
US West 
Nortell 
Samsung 
US West 
Northern Telecom Fone I 
Northern Telecom Fone 
[COLOR 
Cream 
Cream 
Black 
Green 
Green 
Cream 
Green 
Gray 
White 
White 
White 
Cream 
Cream 
White 
White 
Ivory 
Navy Blue 
Green 
Green 
Ivory 
White 
Navy Blue 
Green 
Green 
White 
White 
Cream 
Black 
White 
White 
White 
Green 
White 
Cream 
Cream 
Black
 ; 
Tan 
Off-White 
Off-White 
Off-White 
Bone White 
Eggshell 
Eggshell 
Eggshell 
White 
Off-White [ 
[DESCRIPTION 
Hold, Link, Memory Buttons 
12 Line 
130 No Cord . 
130 
with Cord 
130 with Cord 
12 Memory with Cord 
130 
130 with Cord 
130 
with Cord 1 
130 with Cord 
130 with Cord 
with Cord 
with Cord 
130 
130 with Cord 
with Cord 
130 with Cord 
130 with Cord 
130 with Cord 
130 
with Cord 
with Cord 
700 
130 
140 
130 with Cord 
434-7303 
434-7174 
434-7302 
700 Version 
2 Line, Gray Buttons, Hold Function 
18 
[ITEM 
1 Phone 
Phone 
Phone 
Phone 
Phone 
1 Phone 
Phone 
[Phone 
Phone 
Phone 
Phone 
1 Phone 
Phone 
1 Phone 1 
1 Phone 1 
Phone 
Phone 
Phone 
1 Phone 1 
Phone 
Phone 
Phone 
1 Phone 1 
Phone 
Phone 
Phone 
Phone 
Phone 
Phone 
1 Phone 1 
Phone 
I Phone 1 
Phone 
1 Phone 1 
Phone 
1 Phone 1 
Phone 
Phone 
Phone 
1 Phone 1 
Phone 
Phone 
I Phone 1 
Phone 
Phone 
Phone 
Phone 
Phone I 
QTY [SERIAL* 
PC-9827 
PC-9820 
951106 D&B 07 
M2A284DB 
38905 
PC-9871 
PC-9885 
PC-9872 
I2500-IY-CW-007M 
3487 
M2A227DB1A 
CS6601C01D 
78212 
029168A 451 OK 
A165DB 1A 
60075311 
A164DB 1A 
RF93AT10 
M2A218DB1A 
894112 
80309 
M2A218DB 1A 
D059202H2XC 
6 49 0300385 
CA12713863 
3587 
688 
7313 
4687 
PB2500I-A 
688 
82244 i 
4687 
60075571 ! 
8286 I 
688 
900006 
894254 
895395 
94326 
3487 
RF94AT01 
20033 
M2A212DB1A | 
IMODEL# 
700 
PO738332-02 
3J47 
3J47 
FC250 
A0358998 
2008 
CVW7WC 11482 T E T 
2500-IY-CW-OOOM 
130 
700 
2500DM 
2-9168A 
130 
2-9168A 
130 
2500 
130 
2500-AS 
2500DMG 
130 
ET165 
PH-307T/PH307B 
488 
2500-IY-CW-OOOM 
1500-1Y-CW-000M 
43-471/472 
2500-IY-CW-OOOM 
2500 i 
HAC-2500I 
2500-IY-CW-OOOM 
2500DMG | 
2500-IY-CW-OOOM i 
2-9168A 
2500DM 
2500-IY-CW-OOOM 
2500-AS 
2500-AS 
2500-AS-CW-000M 
2500-AS 
2500-AS-CW-079M 
2500-IY-CW-OOOM 
2500-AS-CW-079M 
2500DMG 
I MAKE 
AT&T 
Northern Telecom Fond 
AT&T 
AT&T 
Comdial 
Comdial 
I AT&T 
I AT&T 
Western Electric 
GE 
AT&T 
GE 
AT&T 
Western Electric/AT&T 
AT&T 
Comdial 
Western Electric 
AT&T 
Radio Shack 
Lenoxx Sound 
Audiovox 
Comdial 
Comdial 
Radio Shack 
Comdial 
Western Electric 
Pac Tel 
Comdial 
Western Electric 
Comdial 
GE 
Western Electric 
Comdial 
Comdial 
Comdial I 
Comdial 
Comdial 
Comdial 
Comdial 
Comdial 
Comdial I 
Western Electric/AT&T 
Comdial | 
130 I AT&T J 
[COLOR 
Gray 
Beige* , 
Forest Green 
Forest Green ' 
i 
Beige 
Beige 
I * 
, 
, 
» 
, 
I 
[DESCRIPTION 
* 
Black Buttons, Black Cord 
130H"oUchTone 
130/TouchTona 
Gray Buttons 
«•» I 
J
' / f * I 
" I 
K
 i I 
RIOT, Inc. 
[ITEM 
1 Phone 
1 Phone 
Phone 
Phone 
Phone 
Phone 
Phone 
1Phone 
1Phone 
1 Phone Switch 
1 Phone Switch 
Phone Switch Software 
Phone Switch Software 
Picture 
Picture 
Picture 
Picture 
Postage Meter 
Postage Meter 
Power Strip 
Power Strip 
Printer i 
Printer 
Pnnter 
Printer 
Printer 
Refrigerator 1 
Refrigerator 
1 Refrigerator 1 
Refrigerator 
1 Room Partitions 
Room Partitions J 
IQTY 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
150 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
6 
1 
8 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 [ 
[SERIAL # 
A164DB 1A 
7909 
PC-9874 
PC-9884 
NT2K16XC35-0108 
NT2K16XC35-0108 
la&^r 
913271 
h£%d? 
|AQ401165^ 
}&tfO& 
PC-9873 „ 
- 7 ^ ^ 
787085 ^ 
-T^ab^ 
/3 
~7*&nts 
3127J42591 
3033A9450 
3221A47707 
3126A8254J 
-FZ*Zf 
RES26497 
CR-0004 
_r ** 
- r ^ T ^ 
* 
IMODEL# 
130 
2500 
2500-MBA-20M7-15E 
2500 
M2008 
M2616 
M2616 
M2616 
T1000 
111D-PCL5 j 
334498 
TBF18KFB 
I MAKE 
AT&T 
Western Electric 
i n -
Western Electnc 
I Meridian 
I Meridian 
Meridian 
Francotyp 
, | 
Hewlett Packard 
GE Deluxe 
Magic Chef 
[COLOR 
' * 
Cherry Wood Frame 
t 
Cream 
, ! 
Cream 
Yellow 
White 
White 
Gray 
Gray j 
[DESCRIPTION . 
• 
I - - I 
Option 2 
Phone Switch Software 
Drawing of Champions Athletic Academy Floor Plans 
Secret of My Success Poster 
•"•^ 1 
USPS Postage 
Power Strip 
Letter & Legal Size Trays, Laser 
PC 1 III 
PC 2 III 
2 Ft. Tall 
5 ' H x 6 ' W . 
5 f t Partition, _ _ _._._, _ _ j 
20 
**M, Inc. 
[ITEM 
1 Room Partitions 
1 Room Partitions 
Room Partitions 
Room Partitions 
1 Routers 
Routers 
Routers 
Scale 
Scale 
1 Scale 
Software 
1 Software 
Software 
1 Software 
1 Software 
1 Software 
1 Software 
1 Software 
Software 
Software 
1 Software 
Software 
Software 
TV/VCR Combo 
TV /VCR Combo 
Table 
Table 
Table i 
Table 
Table 
Table 
Table 
Table 
Table 
Table 
Table 
Table 
fable 1 
IQTY 
1 
1 
1 
5 
11 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
36 
19 
2 
1 
8 
73 
1 I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 I 
I SERIAL # 
PC-9844 
PC-9849 
!PC-9819^ 
-TaZ*-
4177531 
4176101 ^ 
T r ^ s ^ 
1029011 
* -*? 
y?^V 
15BN 1 -56431-6BB9 
Q623T-WPS-ENG70 
, / 
/ (+7/!tJr 
* S) 
~r?z*y 
PC-9811 I 
PC-9812 
CR-9801 
1043404 
PC-9868 
PC-9878 
IMODEL# 
1601 
1601 
1050 
Y25 
CC-9810 
FW086S0FA 
I MAKE 
i Cisco 
Cisco 
! Pelouze 
Pelouze 
Key Clip Art/Windows 
WordPerfect 
Forestar 
Dynamics 
Inetllisol Add on Services 
Crystal Reports 
FRX 
Dos 
Windows 
WordPerfect 
WordPerfect 
Windows 
Quasar 
I COLOR 
Gray 
Gray 
Gray 
Gray 
I Cream 
Black ! 
Brown i 
Brown 
Burgundy 
Gray I 
Oak 
Mahogany 
Brown I 
Brown I 
Brown | 
[DESCRIPTION 
Between Sandy and Andrea's Desks 
Gray Partition 
One Partition 
Digital USPS, Fed-Ex, & UPS Readings 
Manual Read Scale 
CD Windows/ Key Clip Art 
WordPerfect Suite 7 
Fixed Assets 1.10,3.15 
Versions 3.15, 4.0, 3.10, 3.0, 2.2 
Version 3.15 
Version 5.0 I 
Standard Version 5.0. 4.17 
Version 6.22 
Version 95 
Version 7 I 
Version 5.1 
Version 3.1 
VHS Video Viewer 
Folding Table 
Folding Table 
3* Circular 
Gray Oval Table 
Rectangular Table, Black Legs 
Long Rectangular 
End Table 
End Table 
Brown Table I 
PGM, Inc. 
ITEM 
Table 
Table 
Trash Barrel 
Trash Barrel 
Tree 
Tree 
Typewriter 
Typewriter 
Typewriter 
• 
JPS's 
JPS's 
JPS's 
/ending Machine 
/ending Machine 
/ending Machine 
'ending Machine 
'ending Machine 
IQTY 
14 
4 
[ SERIAL # 
» ^ 
VT&S& 
8687602348 
t~rz7&/ 
* A 
7 / w ^ / 
J66473160 
SLEP 1102379 
T^fo^ 
6000594-1664 
4500294-14Z9 I 
V X - H S J ^ I 
-?5^ 
MODEL# 
3546-00 
SX4000 
AH01610 
I-600 
I-450 ! 
MAKE 
Brother 
Smith Corona 
Power Technology 
Power Technology 
Coca Cola I 
Hansen 
Coca Cola 
Hansen 
[COLOR 
[Brown 
Gray 
Green 
Gray 
Beige 
DESCRIPTION 
Folding Table for Monitoring 
Fake Ficus Tree 
Correctable I 
XD 8500/Correctable 
20 oz Bottles 
Automatic Products 
20 oz. Bottles 
Assorted Snacks | H 
